
SENIOR TIMES CROSSWORD 

ACROSS 

 

    1 Digits found in tomatoes and potatoes (4) 

 3 Small smooth stone (6) 

 7 Thicker than mist (3) 

 9 Tatty - showing signs of wear and tear (6) 

 12 Essayist Charles ___ or young sheep (4) 

 17 Pacify or appease (7) 

 18 Curl or whorl of hair (7) 

 19 Practices self denial or is he a banister? (9) 

 20 Swedish chemist who created prizes (5) 

 21 Very fast and lively tempo (6) 

 22 Be wary of being lopsided! (4) 

 23 Regarding poetry or drive backwards (7) 

 27 Mountain peak that Noah’s ark rested on (6) 

 28 Officer of church in charge of sacred objects (6) 

 29 Large flightless bird (3) 

 30 Peter Pan’s large dog (4) 

 36 Long and arduous trip (4) 

 37 Ferry port in northern France (6) 

 40 Writer of ‘Wind in the Willows’, Kenneth ___ (7) 

 41 A mature athlete who does not play for pay (7) 

 43 Very wet (6) 

 45 U.S. Vice President, ___ Harris (6) 

 46 Dens of animals, off the rails! (5) 

 47 Lightweight cords or violins? (7) 

 49 12th sign of the zodiac - for those loving spices? (6) 

 50 Filmmaker/actor, Orson ___ (6) 

 51 Unlimited expanse, outer or blank (5) 

 53 Practitioner who look down in the mouth! (7) 

 55 Low wall around a roof or balcony (7) 

 58 Tear up  (5) 

 61 Ocean floor (6) 

 63 St Laurence or Peter ___? (1'5) 

 65 Wrench - don’t throw it in the works! (7) 

 66 Dublin suburb or the vanished Lord ___ (5) 

 67 Current Housing Minister, Darragh ___ (1'5) 

 68 Politician/writer Conor ___ O’Brien (6) 

 71 US Dancer/actor Fred ___ (7) 

 72 See 60 Down 

 73 Did Martin hurtle through the Reformation?  (6) 

 74 Comply or take orders  (4) 

 77 Monetary unit, found in innocent Vincent? (4) 

 79 Old cowboy, always on Trigger, ___ Rogers  (3) 

 80 Light humorous drama (6) 

 83 Austrian composer, Gustav ___ (6) 

 88 Month of fasting in Islamic faith (7) 

 89 Writer ___Austen or novel ‘___ Eyre’ (4) 

 90 Oireachtas Eireann’s upper house (6) 

 91 Natural state of resting overnight (5) 

 96 Can an acid eater wipe out or annihilate? (9) 

 97 Breed of dog, not one of the alpines! (7) 

 98 Robert ___ Childers, writer of ‘The Riddle of the Sands’  (7) 

 99 Stately aquatic white bird (4) 

100 Large stately mansion (6) 

101 Children’s plaything (3) 

102 Brutal Russian leader, Joseph ___ (6) 

103 US creator of Mickey Mouse, ___ Disney (4) 
 


